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·ë¤ÂØæ Áæ¡¿ ·¤ÚU Üð´ ç·¤ §â ÂýàÙ-Âæ ×ð´ ×éçÎýÌ ÂëcÆU 15 ãñ´Ð
ÂýàÙ-Âæ ×ð´ ÎæçãÙð ãæÍ ·¤è ¥æðÚU çÎ° »° ·¤æðÇU ÙÕÚU ·¤æð ÀUææ ©æÚU-ÂéçSÌ·¤æ ·ð¤ ×é¹-ÂëcÆU ÂÚU çÜ¹ð´Ð
·ë¤ÂØæ Áæ¡¿ ·¤ÚU Üð´ ç·¤ §â ÂýàÙ-Âæ ×ð´ 25 ÂýàÙ ãñ´Ð
·ë¤ÂØæ ÂýàÙ ·¤æ ©æÚU çÜ¹Ùæ àæéM¤ ·¤ÚUÙð âð ÂãÜð, ÂýàÙ ·¤æ ·ý¤×æ´·¤ ¥ßàØ çÜ¹ð´Ð
§â ÂýàÙ-Âæ ·¤æð ÂÉ¸Ùð ·ð¤ çÜ° 15 ç×ÙÅU ·¤æ â×Ø çÎØæ »Øæ ãñÐ ÂýàÙ-Âæ ·¤æ çßÌÚUæ Âêßæüq ×ð´
10.15 ÕÁð ç·¤Øæ Áæ°»æÐ 10.15 ÕÁð âð 10.30 ÕÁð Ì·¤ ÀUææ ·ð¤ßÜ ÂýàÙ-Âæ ·¤æð ÂÉ¸ð´»ð ¥æñÚU §â
¥ßçÏ ·ð¤ ÎæñÚUæÙ ßð ©æÚ-ÂéçSÌ·¤æ ÂÚU ·¤æð§ü ©æÚU Ùãè´ çÜ¹ð´»ðÐ
Please check that this question paper contains 15 printed pages.
Code number given on the right hand side of the question paper should be written
on the title page of the answer-book by the candidate.
Please check that this question paper contains 25 questions.
Please write down the Serial Number of the question before attempting
it.
15 minute time has been allotted to read this question paper. The question paper
will be distributed at 10.15 a.m. From 10.15 a.m. to 10.30 a.m., the students will
read the question paper only and will not write any answer on the answer-book
during this period.
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âæ×æØ çÙÎðüàæ Ñ
(i)

1

¥´·¤ ßæÜð ÂýàÙæð´ ·ð¤ ©æÚU °·¤ àæÎ âð °·¤ ßæØ Ì·¤ ãæð´Ð

(ii)

3

¥´·¤æð´ ßæÜð ÂýàÙæð´ ·ð¤ ©æÚU

(iii) 4 - 5
(iv) 6
(v)

50 - 75

àæÎæð´ ·ð¤ ãæð´Ð

¥´·¤æð´ ßæÜð ÂýàÙæð´ ·ð¤ ©æÚU Ü»Ö»

¥´·¤æð´ ßæÜð ÂýàÙæð´ ·ð¤ ©æÚU Ü»Ö»

150

200

àæÎæð´ ·ð¤ ãæð´Ð

àæÎæð´ ·ð¤ ãæð´Ð

°·¤ ÂýàÙ ·ð¤ âÖè Öæ» âæÍ-âæÍ ãè ãÜ ·¤èçÁ°Ð

General Instructions :
(i)

Answers to questions carrying 1 mark may be from one word to one sentence.

(ii)

Answers to questions carrying 3 marks may be from 50 - 75 words.

(iii) Answers to questions carrying 4 - 5 marks may be about 150 words.
(iv) Answers to questions carrying 6 marks may be about 200 words.
(v)

66/3

Attempt all parts of a question together.
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1.

çßæèØ ÂýÕÏ ·ð¤ ©â Âÿæ ·¤æ Ùæ× ÕÌæÌð ãé° ©ËÜð¹ ·¤èçÁ° Áæð ·¤æðá ·¤è Ò×æææÓ ÌÍæ Òâ×ØÓ
ÎæðÙæð´ ·¤è ¥æßàØ·¤Ìæ¥æð´ ·¤æ Öæßè ¥Ùé×æÙ Ü»æÙð ×ð´ âÈ¤ÜÌæ ÂýÎæÙ ·¤ÚUÌæ ãñÐ

1

Name and state the aspect of financial management that enables to foresee
the fund requirements both in terms of the quantum and the timings.
2.

çßÂæÙ ·ð¤ ©â ·¤æØü ·¤æ Ùæ× ÕÌæ§° Áæð ÜçÿæÌ Õæ$ÁæÚU ·¤è Üæ»Ì °ß´ SÍæÙ çÙÏæüÚUæ âð
âÕçÏÌ ãñÐ

1

Name the function of marketing which is concerned with the cost and location
of target market.
3.

âé×Ù Ùð °·¤ SÍæÙèØ Îé·¤æÙÎæÚU âð °·¤ Âýçâh ÕýæÇU ·¤æ ÂÙèÚU ·¤æ °·¤ Õæòâ ¹ÚUèÎæÐ Õæòâ
·¤æð ¹æðÜÙð ÂÚU ©âð ÂÙèÚU ×ð´ °·¤ ÂÍÚU ·¤æ ÅéU·¤Ç¸Uæ ç×ÜæÐ ©âÙð §â·¤è çàæ·¤æØÌ Îé·¤æÙÎæÚU âð
·¤è çÁâÙð ©â·¤è çàæ·¤æØÌ ·¤æð âÕçÏÌ ·¤ÂÙè ·ð¤ Âæâ ÖðÁ çÎØæÐ °·¤ âÌæã ·ð¤ ÖèÌÚU
·¤ÂÙè ·¤æ ÂýçÌçÙçÏ ÿæ×æØæ¿Ùæ ·ð¤ âæÍ âé×Ù ·ð¤ æÚU Âã¡é¿æ ¥æñÚU ©âð ©â·ð¤ ÕÎÜð ×ð´ °·¤ ÙØæ
ÂÙèÚU ·¤æ Âñ·ð¤ÅU çÎØæ âæÍ ãè ©â·¤è ¥âéçßÏæ ¥æñÚU ÿæçÌÂêçÌü ·ð¤ çÜ° ©âð ¿æÚU çßçÖóæ Âý·¤æÚU
·ð¤ ÂÙèÚU Öè çÎ°Ð
âé×Ù Ùð çÁâ ©ÂÖæðÌæ ¥çÏ·¤æÚU ·¤æ ÂýØæð» ç·¤Øæ ©â·¤æ ©ËÜð¹ ·¤èçÁ°Ð

1

Suman bought a box of cheese of a reputed brand from a local shopkeeper. On
opening the box she found a piece of stone in the cheese. She reported the
matter to the shopkeeper who forwarded her complaint to the concerned
company. Within a week the representative of the company visited Sumans
residence with an apology and as a replacement offered her a new cheese pack
with four other varieties of cheese as compensation for the inconvenience to
her.
State the consumer right which Suman exercised.
4.

ÒØæ ÂýÕÏ ·¤æ âÕÏ Üæ»Ì-ÜæÖ ·¤æð ØæÙ ×ð´ Ù ÚU¹Ìð ãé° ·ð¤ßÜ ©ç¿Ì ·¤æØü ·¤æð ·¤ÚUÙð,
ç·ý¤Øæ¥æð´ ·¤æð âÂóæ ·¤ÚUÙð ÌÍæ ©gðàØæð´ ·¤æð ÂýæÌ ·¤ÚUÙð âð ãñ´?Ó ¥ÂÙð ©æÚU ·ð¤ â×ÍüÙ ×ð´ ·¤æÚUæ
ÎèçÁ°Ð

1

Is Management concerned only with doing the right task, completing activities
and achieving goals without taking into consideration the cost benefit ? Give
reason in support of your answer.
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5.

©â â´»ÆUÙæ×·¤ ÉUæ´¿ð ·¤æ Ùæ× ÕÌæ§° Áæð Ü¿èÜðÂÙ °ß´ ÂãÜ ·¤æð ÕÉ¸æßæ ÎðÌæ ãñÐ

1

Name the type of organisational structure which promotes flexibility and
initiative.
6.

¥ÂÙè Ùæñ·¤ÚUè ÀUæðÇ¸Ùð ·ð¤ ÕæÎ çÚUÁéÜ Ö^æ¿æØæü ¥ÂÙð ÕðÅðU ·ð¤ âæÍ °·¤ Âýæ§ßðÅU-çÜç×ÅðUÇU ·¤ÂÙè
¥æÚ´UÖ ·¤ÚUÙæ ¿æãÌð ÍðÐ ©Ù·¤æ ÕðÅUæ ¿æãÌæ Íæ ç·¤ ·¤ÂÙè ·é¤ÀU çßçàæcÅU çßàæðáÌæ¥æð´ ·ð¤ âæÍ
×æð Õ æ§Ü-È¤æð Ù ·¤æ ©ÂæÎÙ ¥æÚ´ Ö ·¤Úð U Ð çÚU Á é Ü Ö^æ¿æØæü Ùð Øã ×ãâê â ç·¤Øæ ç·¤
×æðÕæ§Ü-È¤æðÙæð´ ·¤è Âýßëçæ ÕãéÌ ÁËÎè ¥Âý¿çÜÌ ãæðÙð ·¤è ãñ ÌÍæ §â ÃØßâæØ ×ð´ ¥ØçÏ·¤
SÍæØè Âê´Áè ·ð¤ çßçÙØæð» ·¤è çÙÚUÌÚU ¥æßàØ·¤Ìæ ãæð»èÐ ¥ÌÑ ©âÙð ¥ÂÙð ÕðÅðU ·¤æð È¤Ùèü¿ÚU
·¤æ ÃØßâæØ ¥æÚ´UÖ ·¤ÚUÙð ·ð¤ çÜ° ×Ùæ çÜØæÐ

1

SÍæØè Â´êÁè ·¤è ¥æßàØ·¤Ìæ¥æð´ ·¤æð ÂýÖæçßÌ ·¤ÚUÙð ßæÜð ©â Ìß ·¤æð Âã¿æçÙ° çÁâ·ð¤ ·¤æÚUæ
çÚUÁéÜ Ö^æ¿æØæü Ùð ×æðÕæ§Ü È¤æðÙ ·¤è ÌéÜÙæ ×ð´ È¤Ùèü¿ÚU ÃØßâæØ ·¤æ ¿éÙæß ç·¤ØæÐ
Rizul Bhattacharya after leaving his job wanted to start a Private Limited
Company with his son. His son was keen that the company may start
manufacturing of Mobile-phones with some unique features. Rizul
Bhattacharya felt that the mobile phones are prone to quick obsolescence and
a heavy fixed capital investment would be required regularly in this business.
Therefore he convinced his son to start a furniture business.
Identify the factor affecting fixed capital requirements which made Rizul
Bhattacharya to choose furniture business over mobile phones.
7.

Òçß·ð¤ÎýèØ·¤ÚUæÓ ·¤æ ¥Íü ÎèçÁ°Ð

1

Give the meaning of Decentralisation.
8.

·¤æØæü×·¤ È¤æðÚU×ñæçàæÂ ×ð´ ÒÅUæðÜè ÙæØ·¤Ó ·¤è Öêç×·¤æ ·¤æ ©ËÜð¹ ·¤èçÁ°Ð

1

State the role of Gang Boss in functional foremanship.
9.

çÙØæðÁÙ ·ð¤ ×ãß ÂÚU Âý·¤æàæ ÇUæÜÙð ßæÜð ç·¤ãè´ ÌèÙ çÕÎé¥æð´ ·¤æð â×Ûææ§°Ð
Explain any three points that highlight the importance of planning.
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10.

©ÂÖæðÌæ â´ÚUÿææ ¥çÏçÙØ×,
ãñ?

1986

·ð¤ ÂýæßÏæÙæð´ ·ð¤ ¥ÙéâæÚU °·¤ Ò©ÂÖæðÌæÓ âð Øæ ¥çÖÂýæØ

3

What is meant by a consumer as per the provisions of Consumer Protection
Act, 1986 ?

11.

æè È¤ÙæZÇUèâ ØêÙèÕæ§ü °ÅUÚUÂýæ§$ÁðÁ ·ð¤ Sßæ×è ãñ´ ¥æñÚU çÕ$ÁÜè ·ð¤ ©Â·¤ÚUæ çÙ×æüæ ·¤æ ÃØßâæØ
·¤ÚU ÚUãð ãñ´Ð â´»ÆUÙ ×ð´ ÕãéÌ ãè ¥âÌæðá Íæ ¥æñÚU ÜÿØ ÂýæÌ Ùãè´ ãæð Âæ ÚUãð ÍðÐ ©âÙð ¥ÂÙð
ÕðÅðU ×æ§·¤Ü, çÁâÙð ¥Öè-¥Öè ¥ÂÙè °×.Õè.°. ÂêÚUè ·¤è ãñ, âð §â·¤æ ·¤æÚUæ ÉêUÉ¸Ùð ·ð¤ çÜ°
·¤ãæÐ

3

×æ§·¤Ü Ùð ÂæØæ ç·¤ ©l× ×ð´ âÖè Âý·¤æÚU ·ð¤ çÙæüØ ÜðÙð ·ð¤ ¥çÏ·¤æÚU ©â·ð¤ çÂÌæ ·ð¤ ãæÍæð´ ×ð´
ÍðÐ §â·ð¤ ¥çÌçÚUÌ ©â·ð¤ çÂÌæ ·¤æð ¥ÂÙð ·¤×ü¿æçÚUØæð´ ·¤è ØæðØÌæ ×ð´ çßàßæâ Ùãè´ ÍæÐ §â·ð¤
·¤æÚUæ ·¤×ü¿æÚUè ¹éàæ Ùãè´ ÍðÐ
(¥) °ðâè ç·¤ãè´ Îæð âÂýðáæ ÕæÏæ¥æð´ ·¤è Âã¿æÙ ·¤èçÁ° çÁÙ·ð¤ ·¤æÚUæ ÒØêÙèÕæ§ü °ÅUÚUÂýæ§$ÁðÁÓ
¥ÂÙð ÜÿØæð´ ·¤æð ÂýæÌ Ùãè´ ·¤ÚU Âæ ÚUãè ÍèÐ
(Õ) ©ÂÚUæðÌ (¥) Öæ» ×ð´ Âã¿æÙð »° ÂýØð·¤ ÕæÏæ ·ð¤ Âý·¤æÚU ·¤è °·¤ ¥æñÚU ÕæÏæ ·¤æ ©ËÜð¹
·¤èçÁ°Ð
Mr. Fernandes is the owner of Unibie Enterprises, carrying on the business
of manufacturing electrical appliances. There is a lot of discontentment in the
organisation and targets are not being met. He asked his son, Michel, who
has recently completed his MBA, to find out the reason.
Michel found that all decision making of the enterprise were in the hands of
his father. Moreover, his father did not have confidence in the competency of
the employees. Thus the employees were not happy.
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(a)

Identify any two communication barriers because of which Unibie
Enterprise was not able to achieve its target.

(b)

State one more barrier each of the types identified in part (a) above.
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12.

Ò×æðÙÅðU·¤ °ÅUÚUÂýæ§$ÁðÁ çÜç×ÅðUÇUÓ ·ð¤ âãæØ·¤ÂýÕÏ·¤-¥ÌéÜ, çßÂæÙ ¥Øÿæ-çß·¤æâ ÌÍæ
×æÙß â´âæÏÙ ÂýÕÏ·¤-ÜèÙæ Ùð ·¤ÂÙè ÀUæðÇ¸Ùð ·¤æ çÙæüØ çÜØæÐ
·¤ÂÙè ·ð¤ ×éØ ·¤æØü·¤æÚUè ÂýÕÏ·¤ Ùð ×æÙß â´âæÏÙ ÂýÕÏ·¤-ÜèÙæ ·¤æð ÕéÜæØæ ¥æñÚU ©ââð
¥ÙéÚUæðÏ ç·¤Øæ ç·¤ ßã â´»ÆUÙ ÀUæðÇ¸Ùð âð ÂãÜð ¹æÜè ÂÎæð´ ·¤æð ÖÚðUÐ ÜèÙæ Ùð âéÛææß çÎØæ ç·¤
©â·¤è ¥ÏèÙSÍ ·é¤×æÚUè ÚU×æ ßÏßæ ãñ´, Áæð ç·¤ ÕãéÌ ãè ØæðØ °ß´ çßàßâÙèØ ãñ, ØçÎ ÂÎæÙé·ý¤×
×ð´ ©âð ª¤ÂÚU ·¤ÚU çÎØæ Áæ° Ìæð ßã âÖè ¥æßàØ·¤ ·¤æØü ·¤ÚU Îð»èÐ ×éØ ·¤æØü·¤æÚUè ÂýÕÏ·¤
§â·ð¤ çÜ° âã×Ì ãæð »ØðÐ ·é¤×æÚUè ÚU×æ ßÏßæ Ùð ÒçS×Í çÚUL¤ÅUâüÓ âð âÂ·ü¤ ç·¤Øæ çÁãæð´Ùð
Ò×æðÙÅðU·¤ °ÅUÚUÂýæ§$ÁðÁ çÜç×ÅðUÇUÓ ·ð¤ çÜ° çßÂæÙ ¥Øÿæ ·ð¤ ÂÎ ·¤æ çßææÂÙ çÎØæÐ ßð
·¤ÂÙè ·ð¤ çÜ° °·¤ ©ÂØéÌ ÂýØæàæè ·¤è ÖÚUÌè ×ð´ âÈ¤Ü ãé°Ð ¥ÌéÜ ·ð¤ çÚUÌ ÂÎ ·¤æð
·¤æØæüÜØ ×ð´ ©ÂÜÏ ¥ÂýæçÍüÌ ÂýæÍüÙæÂææð´ ·¤è Áæ´¿ ÂÚU¹ ·¤ÚU·ð¤ ÖÚU çÎØæ »ØæÐ
(¥) ©ÂÚUæðÌ çÚUÌ ÂÎæð´ ·¤æð ÖÚUÙð ·ð¤ çÜ° Ò×æðÙÅðU·¤ °ÅUÚUÂýæ§$ÁðÁ çÜç×ÅðUÇUÓ mæÚUæ ÂýØéÌ ÖÌèü
·ð¤ ¥æÌçÚU·¤/Õæs dæðÌæð´ ·ð¤ Ùæ× ÕÌæ§°Ð
(Õ) ©ÂÚUæðÌ Âã¿æÙð »° ÖÌèü ·ð¤ ÂýØð·¤ dæðÌ ·ð¤ °·¤-°·¤ ÜæÖ ·¤æ ©ËÜð¹ Öè ·¤èçÁ°Ð
Atul-The Assistant Manager, Vikas-The Marketing Head and Leena-The
Human Resource Manager of Montac Enterprises Ltd. decided to leave the
company.
The Chief Executive officer of the company called the Human Resource
Manager, Leena and requested her to fill up the vacancies before leaving the
organisation. Leena suggested that her subordinate Miss Rama Wadhwa is
very competent and trust worthy, if she could be moved up in the hierarchy,
she would do the needful. The Chief Executive Officer agreed for the same.
Miss Rama Wadhwa contacted Smith Recruiters who advertised for the post
of marketing head for Montac Enterprises Ltd. They were able to recruit a
suitable candidate for the company. Atuls vacancy was filled up by screening
the database of unsolicited applications lying in the office.
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(a)

Name the internal/external sources of recruitment used by Montac
Enterprises Ltd. to fill up the above stated vacancies.

(b)

Also state any one merit of each of the above identified source of
recruitment.
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13.

æè çß·¤æâ ×ðãÚUæ Ò¥æ§ü.Õè.°×. Õñ´·¤Ó ·ð¤ ¿ðØÚU×ñÙ ÍðÐ Õñ´·¤ ¥ÀUæ ÜæÖ ¥çÁüÌ ·¤ÚU ÚUãæ ÍæÐ
¥´àæÏæÚUè ÕãéÌ ¹éàæ Íð Øæð´ç·¤ Õñ´·¤ çÙØç×Ì M¤Â âð ÜæÖæ´àæ ·¤æ Öé»ÌæÙ ·¤ÚU ÚUãæ ÍæÐ ©Ù·ð¤
¥´àææð´ ·¤æ Õæ$ÁæÚU-×êËØ Öè çÙØç×Ì M¤Â âð ÕÉ¸ ÚUãæ ÍæÐ Õñ´·¤ ÒØê.·ð¤. Õñ´·¤Ó ·¤æ ¥çÏ»ýãæ ·¤ÚUÙð
·¤è ææðáææ ·¤ÚUÙð ßæÜæ ÍæÐ çß·¤æâ ×ðãÚUæ ÁæÙÌð Íð ç·¤ §â ææðáææ âð Ò¥æ§ü.Õè.°×. Õñ´·¤Ó ·ð¤
¥´àææð´ ·¤æ ×êËØ ÕÉ¸ð»æÐ Õñ´·¤ ·¤æ °·¤ çãSâæ ãæðÙð ·ð¤ ÙæÌð ©ãð´ Õñ´·¤ ·ð¤ ¥´àæ ¹ÚUèÎÙð ·¤æ
¥çÏ·¤æÚU Ùãè´ ÍæÐ ©ãæð´Ùð ¥ÂÙð °·¤ ÏÙè ç×æ ×é·´¤Î ·¤æð ÕéÜæØæ ¥æñÚU ©âð ¥ÂÙð Õñ´·¤ ×ð´
` 4 ·¤ÚUæðÇ¸ çßçÙØæðçÁÌ ·¤ÚUÙð ·ð¤ çÜ° ·¤ãæ, âæÍ ãè ©âð Âê´Áè»Ì ÜæÖ ·¤æ Öè ßæØÎæ ç·¤ØæÐ

3

¥æàææÙéM¤Â ææðáææ ·ð¤ Âà¿æÌ ¥´àææð´ ·¤æ ×êËØ 50% ÕÉ¸ »Øæ ¥æñÚU ×é·´¤Î ·ð¤ ¥´àææð´ ·¤æ Õæ$ÁæÚU
×êËØ ¥Õ ` 6 ·¤ÚUæðÇ¸ ãæð »ØæÐ ×é·´¤Î ·¤æð ` 2 ·¤ÚUæðÇ¸ ·¤æ ÜæÖ ãé¥æÐ ©âÙð 1 ·¤ÚUæðÇ¸ L¤ÂØð
çß·¤æâ ×ðãÚUæ ·¤æð Îð çÎ° ¥æñÚU 1 ·¤ÚUæðÇ¸ L¤ÂØð SßØ´ ÚU¹ çÜ°Ð ÖæÚUÌèØ ÂýçÌÖêçÌ °ß´ çßçÙ×ØÙ
ÕæðÇüU (âðÕè) â´çÜÌ ÎÜæÜæð´ âð ÂêÀUÌæÀU °ß´ çÙØç×Ì Áæ´¿ ·ð¤ ÕæÎ §â ¥çÙØç×ÌÌæ ·¤æ
¹éÜæâæ ·¤ÚU ÂæØæÐ âðÕè Ùð çß·¤æâ ×ðãÚUæ ÂÚU ÖæÚUè Áé×æüÙæ Ü»æØæÐ
©ÂÚUæðÌ ¥ÙéÀðUÎ âð Â´çÌØæð´ ·¤æð ©Î÷ÏëÌ ·¤ÚUÌð ãé° âðÕè mæÚUæ çÙcÂæçÎÌ ç·¤ãè´ Îæð ·¤æØæðZ ·¤æð
Âã¿æçÙ° °ß´ ©Ù·¤æ ©ËÜð¹ ·¤èçÁ°Ð
Mr. Vikas Mehra was the Chairman of IBM Bank. The Bank was earning
good profits. Shareholders were happy as the bank was paying regular
dividends. The market price of their shares was also steadily rising. The bank
was about to announce the taking over of UK Bank. Mr. Vikas Mehra knew
that the share price of IBM Bank would rise on this announcement. Being a
part of the Bank, he was not allowed to buy shares of the bank. He called one
of his rich friends Mukand and asked him to invest ` 4 crores in shares of his
bank promising him the capital gains.
As expected after the announcement, the share prices went up by 50% and
the market price of Mukands shares was now ` 6 crores. Mukand earned a
profit of ` 2 crores. He gave ` 1 crore to Vikas Mehra and kept ` 1 crore with
him. On regular inspection and by conducting enquiries of the brokers
involved, Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) was able to detect
this irregularity. SEBI imposed a heavy penalty on Vikas Mehra.
Quoting the lines from the above para identify and state any two functions
performed by SEBI in the above case.
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14.

ÂýÕÏ ·¤æð ÂçÚUÖæçáÌ ·¤èçÁ°Ð §â·¤è ©Ù çßàæðáÌæ¥æð´ ·¤æð â×Ûææ§° Áæð §âð °·¤ âæ×æçÁ·¤
çßææÙ ·ð¤ M¤Â ×ð´ SÍæçÂÌ ·¤ÚUÌè ãñ´Ð

4

Define Management. Explain the features that establish it as a social science.

15.

Ò°.°â. °ßæÚâ çÜç×ÅðUÇUÓ ÂØæüßÚUæ-ÂÚUæ×àæüÎæÌæ ·ð¤ M¤Â ·¤æØü ·¤ÚU ÚUãè ãñÐ ÃØßâæØ ãðÌé
©Ù·¤è ÅUè× ß ÅUè× ÙðÌæ ¥ÂÙð »ýæã·¤æð´ ·¤æð ÂýSÌéçÌ ÎðÙð ·ð¤ çÜ° çßçÖóæ ÚUæØæð´ ·¤è Øæææ ·¤ÚUÌð
ÍðÐ ·¤ÂÙè ·¤è ÙèçÌ ·ð¤ ¥ÙéâæÚU ÅUè× ÙðÌæ ãßæ§ü ÁãæÁ mæÚUæ Øæææ ·¤ÚUÌæ Íæ ÁÕç·¤ ©â·¤è
ÅUè× âÇ¸·¤/ÚðUÜ mæÚUæ Øæææ ·¤ÚUÌè ÍèÐ §â×ð´ Ù ·ð¤ßÜ ¥çÏ·¤ â×Ø Ü»Ìæ Íæ ¥çÂÌé ·¤Öè·¤Öè ÅUè× ·¤è ×çãÜæ âÎSØæð´ ·¤æð ¥·ð¤Üð Öè Øæææ ·¤ÚUÙð ·ð¤ çÜ° ×$ÁÕêÚU ãæðÙæ ÂÇ¸Ìæ ÍæÐ
§â·ð¤ ÂçÚU×ææ SßM¤Â, ¥ÏèÙSÍ â´»ÆUÙæ×·¤ ©gðàØæð´ ·¤è ÂýæçÌ ·ð¤ çÜ° ©â Âý·¤æÚU âð
·¤æØü Ùãè´ ·¤ÚU ÂæÌð Íð Áñâæ ©Ùâð ¥ÂðçÿæÌ ÍæÐ ·¤ÂÙè ·ð¤ ×éØ ·¤æØü·¤æÚUè ¥çÏ·¤æÚUè ·¤æð §â·ð¤
ÕæÚðU ×ð´ ÂÌæ ¿ÜæÐ ©âÙð ÅUè× ÙðÌæ ·¤æð ÕéÜæØæ, §â çßáØ ×ð´ ©â·ð¤ âæÍ ¿¿æü ·¤è ÌÍæ ·¤ÂÙè
·¤è Øæææ ÙèçÌ ÕÎÜ ÎèÐ Øã çÙæüØ çÜØæ »Øæ ç·¤ ÖçßcØ ×ð´ ÙðÌæ âçãÌ âÖè âÎSØ °·¤
âæÍ Øæææ ·¤Úð´U»ð´ ¥æñÚU Øæææ ·ð¤ â×Ø ·¤æ âÎéÂØæð» »ýæã·¤æð´ ·¤æð Îè ÁæÙð ßæÜè ÂýSÌéçÌ ·¤è ¿¿æü
×ð´ ·¤Úð´U»ð´Ð §â·¤æ â·¤æÚUæ×·¤ ÂýÖæß ÂÇ¸æ ¥æñÚU ÅUè× ·ð¤ ÂýØð·¤ âÎSØ Ùð ÅUè× ÙðÌæ mæÚUæ ¥ÂðçÿæÌ
ÌÚUè·ð¤ âð ·¤æØü ·¤ÚUÙæ ÂýæÚ´UÖ ·¤ÚU çÎØæÐ
×éØ ·¤æØü·¤æÚUè ¥çÏ·¤æÚUè mæÚUæ ÂýØéÌ ÂýÕÏ ·ð¤ ·¤æØü ·ð¤ Ìß ·¤è çßàæðáÌæ¥æð´ ·¤æ ©ËÜð¹
·¤èçÁ°Ð
A.S. Environs Ltd. is dealing in Environment-Consultancy. To get the
business, the team leader and his team used to travel to different states to give
presentation to their clients. As per the policy of the company, the team leader
used to travel by air whereas his team travelled by road/train. It was not only
time consuming but also at times forced the female team members to travel
alone.
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As a result, the subordinates were not acting in a desired manner to achieve
organisational goals. The CEO of the company came to know about it. He
called the team leader, discussed the matter with him and decided to change
the travel policy of the company. It was decided that in future all the members
including the leader would travel together and usefully utilise the travelling
time in discussion about the presentation to be given to the clients. This made
a positive impact and every member of the team started acting in a manner
as desired by the team leader.

State the features of the element of the function of management used by the
CEO.

16.

°·¤ ·¤ÂÙè ÒÁêâ ÕÙæÙð ßæÜè ×àæèÙÓ ·¤æ çßÂæÙ ·¤ÚU ÚUãè Íè, Áæð §â·¤è »éæßææ ¥æñÚU »ýæã·¤æð´
·¤æð ÂýÎæÙ ·¤è ÁæÙð ßæÜè çß·ý¤Ø ©ÂÚUæÌ âðßæ¥æð´ ·ð¤ ·¤æÚUæ ÕãéÌ Âýçâh ÍèÐ ·¤ÂÙè Õæ$ÁæÚU
×ð´ °·¤ ¥»ýæè ·¤ÂÙè Íè ¥æñÚU ¥ØçÏ·¤ ÜæÖ ¥çÁüÌ ·¤ÚU ÚUãè ÍèÐ ¥ØçÏ·¤ ÜæÖ ·ð¤ ·¤æÚUæ
·¤ÂÙè Ùð çß·ý¤Ø-©ÂÚUæÌ âðßæ¥æð´ ÂÚU ØæÙ ÎðÙæ Õ´Î ·¤ÚU çÎØæÐ §â·ð¤ ÂçÚU×ææ SßM¤Â »ýæã·¤æð´
·ð¤ âæÍ ·¤ÂÙè ·ð¤ âÕÏ ¹ÚUæÕ ãæð »° ÌÍæ ÁÙÌæ ·¤è Ù$ÁÚUæð´ ×ð´ ·¤ÂÙè ·¤è ÀUçß ¹ÚUæÕ ãæð
»§üÐ ßÌü×æÙ æñ×æçâ·¤è ·ð¤ ÜæÖ ¥ØçÏ·¤ ·¤× ãæðÙð ÂÚU ©æ ÂýÕÏÙ §â·ð¤ ÕæÚðU ×ð´ ç¿çÌÌ
ãé¥æÐ çßàÜðáæ ÂÚU Øã ÂÌæ ¿Üæ ç·¤ §â·¤æ ·¤æÚUæ çß·ý¤ØæðÂÚUæÌ âðßæ¥æð´ ·¤æð ØæÙ ×ð´ Ùãè´
ÚU¹Ùæ ÍæÐ ¥ÌÑ ·¤ÂÙè Ùð ÁÙÌæ ·¤è Ù$ÁÚUæð´ ×ð´ ¥ÂÙè ¥Ùé·ê¤Ü ÀUçß ·¤æð â´ÚUçÿæÌ ·¤ÚUÙð °ß´
§â·¤æ âéÏæÚU ·¤ÚUÙð ·ð¤ çÜ° âÖè â´Öß ©ÂæØ ç·¤°Ð

4

(¥) ©ÂÚUæðÌ ßçæüÌ çSÍçÌ ×ð´ çßÂæÙ·¤ææü mæÚUæ ·¤ÂÙè ·¤è ÀUçß ·¤æð âéÏæÚUÙð ·ð¤ çÜ° ÂýØéÌ
âÂýðáæ ·ð¤ âæÏÙ ·¤æ Ùæ× ÕÌæÌð ãé° ©â·¤æ ©ËÜð¹ ·¤èçÁ°Ð
(Õ) Öæ» (¥) ×ð´ Âã¿æÙð »° âæÏÙ ·¤è Öêç×·¤æ Öè â×Ûææ§°Ð
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A company was marketing Juicers which were very popular due to their
quality and after-sale-services provided to the customers. The company was
a leading company in the market and earning huge profits. Because of huge
profits the company ignored the after sales, services. As a result its relations
with the customers got spoiled and the image of the company in the public was
damaged. Top management became concerned when the profits for the current
quarter fell steeply. On analysis it was revealed that ignoring the after sales
services was its reason. Therefore the company took all possible measures to
protect and promote its favourable image. As a result the goodwill of the
company improved in the society.

17.

(a)

Name and state the communication tool used by the marketer in the
above case to improve its image.

(b)

Also explain role of the tool as identified in Part (a).

Üæð»æð´ ·¤è ©ÂÖæð»-¥æÎÌæð´ ×ð´ ÂçÚUßÌüÙ ·ð¤ âæÍ ÙèÜðàæ Ùð, Áæð ç·¤ °·¤ ç×ÆUæ§üØæð´ ·¤è Îé·¤æÙ ¿Üæ
ÚUãæ Íæ, ¥ÂÙð ÃØßâæØ ·¤æð ¿æò·¤ÜðÅU ·ð¤ ÃØßâæØ ×ð´ ÕÎÜ çÜØæÐ çÎßæÜè ·ð¤ ¥ßâÚU ÂÚU ©âÙð
©ç¿Ì ×êËØ ÂÚU ¿æò·¤ÜðÅU ·ð¤ ¥æ·¤áü·¤ Âñ·ð¤$Á ÂýSÌéÌ ç·¤°Ð ©âÙð ¥çÏ·¤ ×æ´» ·¤æ ¥Ùé×æÙ
Ü»æØæ ¥æñÚU ¥æòÙÜæ§Ù ¥æÎðàæ ÂýæÌ ·¤ÚUÙð ·ð¤ çÜ° ¿æò·¤æðÜß.·¤æò× Ùæ× ·¤è °·¤ ßñÕâæ§ÅU
ÕÙæ§üÐ ©âð ¥æòÙÜæ§Ù ÕãéÌ ¥æÎðàæ ç×Üð ¥æñÚU ¿æò·¤ÜðÅU ·¤è çÕ·ý¤è mæÚUæ ©âÙð ¥ØçÏ·¤ ÜæÖ
¥çÁüÌ ç·¤ØæÐ
©ÂÚUæðÌ çSÍçÌ ×ð´ ¿ç¿üÌ ÃØæßâæçØ·¤ ÂØæüßÚUæ ·ð¤ ¥æØæ×æð´ ·¤æð Âã¿æçÙ° °ß´ â×Ûææ§°Ð
With change in the consumption habits of people, Neelesh, who was running
a sweets shop shifted to chocolate business. On the eve of Diwali he offered
chocolates in attractive packages at reasonable prices. He anticipated huge
demand and created a website chocolove.com for taking orders online. He got
lot of orders online and earned huge profit by selling chocolates.
Identify and explain the dimensions of business environment discussed in the
above case.
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18.

Ò×æ§ü ·¤æÚU çÜç×ÅðUÇUÓ Ùð Âçà¿× Õ´»æÜ ·ð¤ °·¤ çÂÀUÇ¸ð ÿæðæ ×ð´ Áãæ¡ ·¤æØü ·ð¤ ÕãéÌ ·¤× ¥ßâÚU
©ÂÜÏ Íð, ¥ÂÙè Ù§ü ·¤æÚU çÙ×æüæ ·¤è °·¤ Èñ¤ÅþUè SÍæçÂÌ ·¤ÚUÙð ·¤æ çÙæüØ çÜØæÐ ©â ÿæðæ
·ð¤ Üæð»æð´ Ùð Ò×æ§ü ·¤æÚU çÜç×ÅðUÇUÓ ·ð¤ §â ÂýØæâ ·¤æ Sßæ»Ì ç·¤ØæÐ ·¤ÂÙè Ùð Øã Öè çÙæüØ
çÜØæ ç·¤ Èñ¤ÅþUè ÂçÚUâÚU ×ð´ S·ê¤Ü, ¥SÂÌæÜ, Õæ$ÁæÚU §ØæçÎ Áñâè âéçßÏæ°¡ Öè ©ÂÜÏ ·¤ÚUæ§ü
Áæ°´ Ìæç·¤ Üæð» Èñ¤ÅþUè ×ð´ ·¤æ×»æÚUæð´ ·ð¤ M¤Â ×ð´ ·¤æØü ·¤ÚUÙð ·ð¤ ÂýçÌ ¥æ·¤çáüÌ ãæð´Ð

4

Ò×æ§ü ·¤æÚU çÜç×ÅðUÇUÓ Ùð ¥ØçÏ·¤ ÜæÖ ¥çÁüÌ ·¤ÚUÙæ ÂýæÚ´UÖ ·¤ÚU çÎØæÐ °·¤-ÎêâÚUè ÂýçÌØæð»è
·¤ÂÙè Ùð ¥ÂÙð ©ÂæÎÙ ÂýÕÏ·¤ Ò¥ÚUçßÎÓ ·¤æð Ò×æ§ü ·¤æÚU çÜç×ÅðUÇUÓ mæÚUæ ¥çÁüÌ ç·¤° Áæ
ÚUãð ¥ØçÏ·¤ ÜæÖ ·ð¤ ·¤æÚUææð´ ·¤æ ÂÌæ Ü»æÙð ·ð¤ çÜ° ·¤ãæÐ
¥ÚUçßÎ Ùð ÂæØæ ç·¤ ÎæðÙæð´ ãè ·¤ÂçÙØæð´ ×ð´ â´»ÆUÙæ×·¤ ©gðàØæð´ ·¤è ÂýæçÌ ·ð¤ çÜ° çßçÖóæ
ç·ý¤Øæ¥æð´ ·ð¤ Õè¿ ÃØßçSÍÌ â×ßØ ãñÐ ÂýØð·¤ ·¤×ü¿æÚUè ·¤æð Øã ææÌ ãñ ç·¤ ·¤æñÙ ç·¤â·ð¤ ÂýçÌ
©æÚUÎæØUè °ß´ ÁßæÕÎðã ãñÐ ·ð¤ßÜ ¥´ÌÚU §ÌÙæ ãñ ç·¤ ©Ù·ð¤ â´»ÆUÙ ×ð´ âÂýðáæ âæðÂæÙ-oë´¹Üæ
·ð¤ ×æØ× âð ãè ãæðÌæ ãñ, ÁÕç·¤ Ò×æ§ü ·¤æÚU çÜç×ÅðUÇUÓ âÂýðáæ ·¤æð ¥æßàØ·¤ÌæÙéâæÚU âÖè
çÎàææ¥æð´ ×ð´ ÂýßæçãÌ ãæðÙð ·¤è ¥Ùé×çÌ ÂýÎæÙ ·¤ÚUÌè ãñ, çÁââð âê¿Ùæ¥æð´ ·¤æ àæèæý Âýßæã ãæðÌæ ãñ
¥æñÚU ÂýØéæÚU Öè ÌéÚ´UÌ ÂýæÌ ãæð ÁæÌæ ãñÐ
(¥) â´»ÆUÙ ·ð¤ ©â Âý·¤æÚU ·¤æð Âã¿æçÙ° Áæð Ò×æ§ü ·¤æÚU çÜç×ÅðUÇUÓ ×ð´ âÂýðáæ ·¤æð âÖè
çÎàææ¥æð´ ×ð´ ÂýßæçãÌ ·¤ÚUÙð ·¤è ¥Ùé×çÌ ÂýÎæÙ ·¤ÚUÌæ ãñÐ
(Õ) ©ÂÚUæðÌ Öæ» (¥) ×ð´ Âã¿æÙð »° â´»ÆUÙ ·ð¤ Âý·¤æÚU ·ð¤ °·¤ ÜæÖ ·¤æ Öè ©ËÜð¹
·¤èçÁ°Ð
(â) °ðâð Îæð ×êËØæð´ ·¤æ ©ËÜð¹ ·¤èçÁ° Áæð Ò×æ§ü ·¤æÚU çÜç×ÅðUÇUÓ â×æÁ ·¤æð âÂðýçáÌ ·¤ÚUÙæ
¿æãÌè ãñÐ
My Car Ltd. decided to set-up its new car manufacturing factory in the
backward area of West Bengal where very less job opportunities were available.
People of that area welcomed this effort of My Car Ltd. The company also
decided to provide facilities like school, hospital, market etc. in the factory
premises so that the people are attracted to join the factory as workers.
My Car Ltd. started earning huge profit. Another competeting company asked
its production manager Arvind to investigate the reasons of earning huge
profits by My Car Ltd.
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Arvind found that in both the companies there was systematic
co-ordination among the various activities to achieve organisational goals.
Every employee knew who was responsible and accountable to whom. The only
difference was that in his organisation communication took place only through
the scalar chain, where as My Car Ltd. was allowing flow of communication
in all the directions as per the requirement which lead to faster spread of
information as well as quick feed-back.

19.

(a)

Identify the type of organisation which permits the flow of communication
in all the directions in My Car Ltd..

(b)

Also state an advantage of the type of organisation identified in part (a)
above.

(c)

State any two values which My Car Ltd. wants to communicate to the
society.

ÂýæÍç×·¤ Õæ$ÁæÚU ×ð´ Ù° Âê´Áè çÙ»ü×Ùæð´ ·¤è ç·¤ãè´ ¿æÚU çßçÏØæð´ ·¤æ ©ËÜð¹ ·¤èçÁ°Ð

4

State any four methods of floatation of new issues in the primary market.
20.

ÂýÌè·¤ Ùæð°ÇUæ ·¤è °·¤ ÕãéÚUæcÅþUèØ ·¤ÂÙè ×ð´ ·¤æØüÚUÌ ãñÐ çÂÀUÜð ·¤æÈ¤è çÎÙæð´ âð ©âð Õé¹æÚU ÍæÐ
ÁÕ ©â·ð¤ ÚUÌ ·¤è Áæ´¿ ·¤è »§ü, Ìæð ÂÌæ ¿Üæ ç·¤ ©âð ×ÜðçÚUØæ ãñÐ ©â·¤è çSÍçÌ ÕãéÌ
ÙæÁé·¤ Íè ¥ÌÑ ©âð ¥SÂÌæÜ ×ð´ ÖÌèü ç·¤Øæ »Øæ ¥æñÚU ÇUæòÅUÚUæð´ âð ©â·¤æð ÚUÌ ¿É¸æÙð ·¤è âÜæã
ÎèÐ ©â·ð¤ °·¤ âæÍè Ùð ©â·ð¤ ¥çÏ·¤æÚUè æè Õè. ¿ñÅUÁèü ·¤æð §â·¤è °·¤ çÜç¹Ì âê¿Ùæ ÎèÐ
æè Õè. ¿ñÅUÁèü Ùð ÌéÚ´UÌ ãè â´»ÆUÙ ·ð¤ âÖè ·¤×ü¿æçÚØæð´ ·¤æð ÒÂýÌè·¤Ó ·ð¤ çÜ° ÚUÌ-ÎæÙ ·¤ÚUÙð
·¤è ÂýæÍüÙæ ·¤ÚUÌð ãé° °·¤ çÜç¹Ì âê¿Ùæ ÎèÐ ÁÕ ×éØ ÂýÕÏ·¤ ·¤æð §â çßáØ ×ð´ ÂÌæ ¿Üæ
Ìæð ©âÙð ·¤ÂÙè ÂçÚUâÚU ·ð¤ ¥´ÎÚU Ïê×ýè·¤ÚUæ ÌÍæ ¥æâ-Âæâ ·ð¤ ÿæðæ ·¤è â$È¤æ§ü ·¤æ ¥æÎðàæ
çÎØæÐ
(¥) ©ÂÚUæðÌ ¥ÙéÀðUÎ âð ©Î÷ÏëÌ ·¤ÚUÌð ãé° ¥æñÂ¿æçÚU·¤ °ß´ ¥ÙæñÂ¿æçÚU·¤ âÂýðáæ âð âÕçÏÌ
Â´çÌØæð´ ·¤æð §´ç»Ì ·¤èçÁ°Ð
(Õ) ¥ÙæñÂ¿æçÚU·¤ âÂýðáæ ·¤è ç·¤ãè´ Îæð çßàæðáÌæ¥æð´ ·¤æ ©ËÜð¹ ·¤èçÁ°Ð
(â) ©ÂÚUæðÌ ÂçÚUçSÍçÌ ×ð´ â×æÁ ·¤æð âÂýðçáÌ ç·¤° ÁæÙð ßæÜð ç·¤ãè´ Îæð ×êËØæð´ ·¤è Âã¿æÙ
·¤èçÁ°Ð
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Prateek is working in a multi-national company in Noida. He was running
temperature for the last many days. When his blood was tested, he was found
positive for malaria. He was admitted in the hospital and a blood transfusion
was advised by the doctors as his condition was very serious. One of his
colleagues sent a text message to his superior Mr. B. Chatterjee.
Mr. B. Chatterjee, immediately sent a text message to the employees of the
organisation requesting them to donate blood for Prateek. When the General
Manager came to know about it he ordered for fumigation in the company
premises and for cleaning the surroundings.
(a) From the above para quote lines that indicate formal and informal
communication.
(b) State any two features of informal communication.
(c) Identify any two values that are being communicated to the society in
the above case.
21.

Îæð ßáü Âêßü ×Ø´·¤ Ùð ¹æl Âýæðlæðç»·¤è ×ð´ çÇU»ýè ÂýæÌ ·¤èÐ ©âÙð ·é¤ÀU â×Ø Ì·¤ ÕðýÇU ÌÍæ
çÕS·é¤ÅU ÕÙæÙð ßæÜè ·¤ÂÙè ×ð´ ·¤æØü ç·¤ØæÐ ßã §â ·¤ÂÙè ×ð´ ¹éàæ Ùãè´ Íæ ÌÍæ ©âÙð Øã
çÙæüØ çÜØæ ç·¤ ßã ÕðýÇU °ß´ çÕS·é¤ÅU ÕÙæÙð ßæÜè SßØ´ ·¤è °·¤ ©ÂæÎÙ §·¤æ§ü SÍæçÂÌ ·¤ÚðU»æÐ
§â·ð¤ çÜ° ©âÙð ©gðàØ °ß´ ÜÿØ çÙÏæüçÚUÌ ç·¤° ¥æñÚU ©ãð´ ÂýæÌ ·¤ÚUÙð ·¤è ·¤æØü-ØæðÁÙæ°´
ÕÙæ§üÐ
©â·¤æ °·¤ ©gðàØ ÂýÍ× ßáü ×ð´ çßçÙØæðçÁÌ ÚUæçàæ ÂÚU 50% ÜæÖ ¥çÁüÌ ·¤ÚUÙæ ÍæÐ Øã çÙæüØ
çÜØæ »Øæ ç·¤ ·¤ææ ×æÜ Áñâð ¥æÅUæ, ¿èÙè, Ù×·¤ §ØæçÎ Îæð ×ãèÙð ·¤è ©ÏæÚU ÂÚU ¹ÚUèÎð
Áæ°´»ð´Ð ©âÙð Øã Öè çÙæüØ çÜØæ ç·¤ ¥ÂÙè Îé·¤æÙæð´ ·ð¤ ×æØ× âð ©ÂæÎæð´ ·ð¤ çßÂæÙ ·ð¤ çÜ°
âÖè ¥æßàØ·¤ ¿ÚUææð´ ·¤æ ÂæÜÙ ç·¤Øæ Áæ°»æÐ ©âÙð ©ÂæÎÙ-ÂýÕÏ·¤ ·ð¤ M¤Â ×ð´ ãáü ·¤æð
çÙØéÌ ç·¤Øæ, çÁâÙð ©ÂæÎÙ-ç·ý¤Øæ¥æð´ ·ð¤ çÙcÂæÎÙ ·ð¤ çÙÏæüçÚUÌ ÌÚUè·¤æð´ ·¤æ Öè çÙæüØ çÜØæÐ
ãáü Ùð ßáü ÖÚU ×ð´ Èñ¤ÅUÚUè ×ð´ ·¤×ü¿æçÚUØæð´ ·¤è ¥æßàØ·¤Ìæ ·¤æð ÎàææüÙð ßæÜæ çßßÚUæ Öè ÌñØæÚU
ç·¤ØæÐ ¥æÙð ßæÜè æñ×æçâ·¤è ·ð¤ çÜ° ×Ø´·¤ Ùð ãáü ·¤æð ÿæðææÙéâæÚU çßçÖóæ ©ÂæÎæð´ ·ð¤ ¥ÂÙð
ÜÿØæð´ ·ð¤ ÕæÚðU ×ð´ âêç¿Ì ç·¤ØæÐ ·¤æ×»æÚUæð´ mæÚUæ ©ÂæÎÙ ×ð$Á ÂÚU ·¤æØü ·¤ÚUÌð â×Ø ãðÜ×ñÅU,
ÎSÌæÙð ÌÍæ °ÂýñÙ Ù ÂãÙÙð ÂÚU ` 150 ÂýçÌçÎÙ ·ð¤ Áé×æüÙð ·¤è ææðáææ Öè ·¤è »§üÐ
©ÂÚUæðÌ ¥ÙéÀðUÎ âð Â´çÌØæð´ ·¤æð ©Î÷ÏëÌ ·¤ÚUÌð ãé° §â×ð´ ßçæüÌ çßçÖóæ ØæðÁÙæ¥æð´ ·ð¤ Âý·¤æÚU ·¤è
Âã¿æÙ ·¤èçÁ° ÌÍæ §ãð´ â×Ûææ§°Ð
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Two years ago Mayank obtained degree in food technology. For some time he
worked in a company manufacturing Bread and Biscuits. He was not happy
in the company and decided to have his own Bread and Biscuits manufacturing
unit. For this he decided the objectives and the targets and formulated action
plan to achieve the same.
One of his objective was to earn 50% profit on the amount invested in the first
year. It was decided that raw materials like flour, sugar, salt etc. will be
purchased on two months credit. He also decided to follow the steps required
for marketing the products through his own outlets. He appointed Harsh as a
Production-Manager who decided the exact manner in which the production
activities are to carried out. Harsh also prepared a statement showing the
requirement of workers in the factory throughout the year. Mayank informed
Harsh about his sales target for different products, areawise for the forth
coming quarter. While working on the production table a penalty of ` 150 per
day was announced for not wearing the helmet, gloves and apron by the
workers.
Quoting lines from the above para identify and explain the different types of
plans discussed.

22.

ÂýÕÏ ·ð¤ çÙØæðÁÙ °ß´ çÙØææ ·¤æØæðZ ×ð´ âÕÏ ·¤æ ©ËÜð¹ ·¤èçÁ°Ð

5

State the relationship between planning and controlling functions of
management.

23.

ßæâßè Ùð SÍæÙèØ Â´âæÚUè ·¤è Îé·¤æÙ âð ¥¿æÚU ·¤è °·¤ ÕæðÌÜ ¹ÚUèÎèÐ ÕæðÌÜ ÂÚU Îè »§ü
âê¿Ùæ SÂcÅU Ùãè´ ÍèÐ §â·¤æ ©ÂØæð» ·¤ÚU·ð¤ ßã Õè×æÚU ãæð »§üÐ ©ÂÖæðÌæ â´ÚUÿææ ¥çÏçÙØ×
·ð¤ ¥Ì»üÌ ©âÙð çÁÜæ È¤æðÚU× ×ð´ °·¤ Øæç¿·¤æ ÎÁü ·¤è ¥æñÚU ©âð ÚUæãÌ ç×Ü »§üÐ
(¥) ©ÂÚUæðÌ çSÍçÌ ×ð´ ©â ×ãßÂêæü ÂãÜê ·¤æð Âã¿æçÙ° çÁâ·¤è çßÂæÙ·¤ææü mæÚUæ ¥ßãðÜÙæ
·¤è »§ü ãñÐ
(Õ) ©ÂÚUæðÌ (¥) ×ð´ Âã¿æÙð »° ÂãÜê ·ð¤ ·¤æØæðZ ·¤æ â´ÿæðÂ ×ð´ ßæüÙ ·¤èçÁ°Ð
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Vasvi purchased a bottle of pickle from the local grocery shop. The information
provided on the bottle was not clear. She fell sick on consuming it. She filed
a case in the District forum under Consumer Protection Act and got the relief.

24.

(a)

Identify the important aspect neglected by the marketer in the above
case.

(b)

Explain briefly the functions of the aspect identified in (a) above.

·ð¤Ø çÜç×ÅðUÇU °·¤ ÅñUâÅUæ§üÜ çÙ×æüæè ·¤ÂÙè ãñÐ §â·¤è ¥´àæ Âê´Áè ` 60 Üæ¹ ãñÐ çÂÀUÜð
ßáü §â·¤è ÂýçÌ ¥´àæ ¥æØ ` 0.50 ÍèÐ çßçßÏè·¤ÚUæ ·ð¤ çÜ° ·¤ÂÙè ·¤æð ` 40 Üæ¹
¥çÌçÚUÌ Âê´Áè ·¤è ¥æßàØ·¤Ìæ ãñÐ §â·ð¤ çÜ° ·¤ÂÙè Ùð 10% «¤æÂæ çÙ»üç×Ì ·¤ÚU·ð¤ çßæ
°·¤çæÌ ç·¤ØæÐ ¿æÜê ßáü ×ð´ çßçÙØæðçÁÌ Â´êÁè ÂÚU ·¤ÂÙè Ùð ` 8 Üæ¹ ÜæÖ ¥çÁüÌ ç·¤ØæÐ
§âÙð 40% ·¤è ÎÚU âð ·¤ÚU Öé»ÌæÙ ç·¤ØæÐ

6

(¥) ©ËÜð¹ ·¤èçÁ° ç·¤ çßçßÏè·¤ÚUæ âð ¥´àæÏæçÚUØæð´ ·¤æð ÂýçÌ ¥´àæ ¥æØ ÂÚU ÜæÖ ¥Íßæ
ãæçÙ ãé§üÐ ¥ÂÙè »æÙæ¥æð´ ·¤æð SÂcÅU M¤Â âð Îàææü§°Ð
(Õ) âæÍ ãè §â·ð¤ Âê´Áè ÉUæ´¿ð ·ð¤ °·¤ Öæ» ·ð¤ M¤Â ×ð´ ·¤ÂÙè mæÚUæ «¤æÂææð´ ·ð¤ çÙ»ü×Ù ·ð¤ Âÿæ
×ð´ ç·¤ãè´ ÌèÙ ·¤æÚU·¤æð´ ·¤æ ©ËÜð¹ Öè ·¤èçÁ°Ð
Kay Ltd. is a company manufacturing textiles. It has a share capital of
` 60 lakhs. In the previous year its earning per share was ` 0.50. For
diversification, the company requires additional capital of ` 40 lakhs. The
company raised funds by issuing 10% Debentures for the same. During the
year the company earned profit of ` 8 lakhs on capital employed. It paid
tax @ 40%.

25.

(a)

State whether the shareholders gained or lost, in respect of earning per
share on diversification. Show your calculations clearly.

(b)

Also, state any three factors that favour the issue of debentures by the
company as part of its capital structure.

ÂýÕÏ ·ð¤ çâhæÌæð´ ·ð¤ ×ãß ÂÚU Âý·¤æàæ ÇUæÜÙð ßæÜð ç·¤ãè´ ¿æÚU çÕÎé¥æð´ ·¤æð â×Ûææ§°Ð

6

Explain any four points which highlight the importance of principles of
management.
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MARKING SCHEME – 2015-16
BUSINESS STUDIES
OUTSIDE
DELHI – 66/3
66/3
EXPECTED ANSWERS / VALUE POINTS
1 Q. Name and state the aspect of financial management that enables to
foresee the fund requirements both in terms of ‘the quantum’ and ‘the
timings’.
Ans. Financial planning.

½ mark
+

The process of estimating the fund requirements of a business and specifying
the sources of funds is called financial planning.
OR
Financial planning is the preparation of a financial blueprint of an
organisation’s future operations.
2

DISTRIBUTION OF MARKS

½ mark
=
1 mark

Q. Name the function of marketing which is concerned with the cost and
location of target market.
1 mark
Ans. Transportation.

3

Q. Suman bought a box of cheese of a reputed brand from a local
shopkeeper. On opening the box she found a piece of stone in the cheese.
She reported the matter to the shopkeeper who forwarded her complaint
to the concerned company. Within a week the representative of the
company visited Suman’s residence with an apology and as a replacement
offered her a new cheese pack with four other varieties of cheese as
compensation for the inconvenience to her.
State the consumer right which Suman exercised.
Ans. Right to safety which states that the consumer has a right to be protected
against goods and services which are hazardous to life and those which do not
conform to the safety norms.
OR
Right to seek redressal which states that a consumer has a right to get relief
such as replacement of product, removal of defect in the product,
compensation for any loss or injury suffered by the consumer in case the
product or service falls short of his expectations.

4

Q. ‘Is Management concerned only with doing the right task, completing
activities and achieving goals without taking into consideration the cost
benefit?’ Give reason in support of your answer.

1 mark

½ mark
+

Ans. No, management is not only concerned with doing the right task,
completing activities and achieving goals but also has to take into
consideration the cost benefit i.e. doing the task correctly and with minimum
30
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½ mark

cost.
5

=

Q. Name the type of organizational structure which promotes flexibility
and initiative.

1 mark
1 mark

Ans. Divisional structure.
6

Q. Rizul Bhattacharya after leaving his job wanted to start a Private
Limited Company with his son. His son was keen that the company may
start manufacturing of Mobile- phones with some unique features. Rizul
Bhattacharya felt that the mobile phones are prone to quick obsolescence
and a heavy fixed capital investment would be required regularly in this
business. Therefore he convinced his son to start a furniture business.
Identify the factor affecting fixed capital requirements which made Rizul
Bhattacharya to choose furniture business over mobile phones.
Ans. Technology upgradation.
1 mark

7

Q. Give the meaning of ‘Decentralisation.’
Ans. Decentralisation refers to systematic delegation of authority through all
the levels of management and in all the departments except that which can be
exercised only at central points.
(or any other correct meaning)

8

1 mark

Q. State the role of ‘Gang Boss’ in functional foremanship.
1 mark
Ans. The role of ‘Gang Boss’ as a foreman in functional foremanship is to
keep machines and tools ready for operation by workers.

9

Q. Explain any three points that highlight the importance of planning.
Ans. Importance of planning: (Any three points with explanation)
½ mark for the
heading
+
1 mark for
explanation

(i) Provides directions.
(ii) Reduces the risk of uncertainty.
(iii) Facilitates decision making.
(iv) Reduces overlapping and wasteful activities.
(v) Promotes innovative ideas.
(vi) Establishes standards for controlling.

=
1x3

(If an examinee has not given the headings as above but have given the
correct explanations, full credit should be given)
10

Q. What is meant by a ‘consumer’ as per the provisions of Consumer
Protection Act, 1986?
Ans. Under the Consumer Protection Act, a consumer means:
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=
3 marks

(a) Any person who buys any goods for a consideration, which has been paid
or promised, or partly paid and partly promised, or under any scheme of
deferred payment. It includes any user of such goods, when such use is made
with the approval of the buyer, but does not include a person who obtains
goods for re-sale or any commercial purpose.
(b) Any person who hires or avails of any service, for a consideration which
has been paid or promised, or partly paid and partly promised, or under any
system of deferred payment. It includes any beneficiary of services when such
services are availed of with the approval of the person concerned, but does not
include a person who avails of such services for any commercial purpose.
(If the examinee has not given the meaning of ‘consumer’ as per
Consumer Protection Act, 1986 but has correctly combined both the parts
(a) and (b), only 1½ marks to be awarded)
11

1 ½ marks
+
1 ½ marks
=
3 marks

Q. Mr. Fernandes is the owner of Unibie Enterprises, carrying on the
business of manufacturing electrical appliances. There is a lot of
discontentment in the organization and targets are not being met. He
asked his son, Michel, who has recently completed his MBA, to find out
the reason.
Michel found that all decision making of the enterprise were in the hands
of his father. Moreover, his father did not have confidence in the
competency of the employees. Thus the employees were not happy.
(a) Identify any two communication barriers because of which ‘Unibie
Enterprise’ was not able to achieve its target.
(b) State one more barrier each of the types identified in part (a) above.
Ans. (a) Two communication barriers are:
(i) Organisational barrier/ Organisational policy
(ii) Personal barrier/ Lack of confidence of superior on his subordinates.
(b) Organisational barrier: (Any one)
(i) Rigid Rules and regulations may delay communication.
(ii) Status of the superior may not allow his subordinates to express their
feelings freely.
(iii) Complexity in organization structure leads to delayed and distorted
communication.
(iv) Lack of organizational facilities like frequent meetings, suggestion box
etc. may discourage free flow of communication.
(If an examinee has given only the heading, ½ mark for each heading
should be awarded)

½x2
=
1 mark
+
1 mark

Personal barrier: (Any one)
(i) Fear of challenge to authority may make the superior withhold
communication.
(ii) Unwillingness to communicate on the part of the subordinates may arise if
they perceive that the communication may adversely affect their interests.
(iii) Lack of proper incentives may hinder the initiative of the subordinates to
communicate.
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+

1 mark

(If an examinee has given only the heading, ½ mark for each heading
should be awarded)

12

=
1+1+1
=
3 marks

Q. Atul –The Assistant Manager, Vikas- The Marketing Head and LeenaThe Human Resource Manager of ‘Montac Enterprises Ltd.’ decided to
leave the company.
The Chief Executive officer of the company called the Human Resource
Manager, Leena and requested her to fill up the vacancies before leaving
the organisation. Leena suggested that her subordinate Miss Rama
Wadhwa is very competent and trust worthy, if she could be moved up in
the hierarchy, she would do the needful. The Chief Executive Officer
agreed for the same. Miss Rama Wadhwa contacted ’Smith Recruiters’
who advertised for the post of marketing head for ‘Montac Enterprises
Ltd.’ They were able to recruit a suitable candidate for the company.
Atul’s vacancy was filled up by screening the database of unsolicited
applications lying in the office.
(a) Name the internal/ external sources of recruitment used by ‘Montac
Enterprises Ltd.’ to fill up the above stated vacancies.
(b) Also state any one merit of each of the above identified source of
recruitment.
Ans. (a) Sources of recruitment used to fill up the vacancies are:
(i) Promotion
(ii) Placement Agencies and Management Consultants
(iii) Casual Callers
(b) Merit of each of the above identified source of recruitment:
Promotion: (Any one)
(i) It helps to improve motivation, loyalty and satisfaction level of employees.
(ii) It has a great psychological impact over the employees because a
promotion at a higher level may lead to a chain of promotions at lower levels
in the organisation.
(iii) It is a more reliable way of recruitment since the candidates are known to
the organisation.
(iv) It is a cheaper source of recruitment.
Placement Agencies and Management Consultants: (Any one)
(i) They recommend suitable names to their clients.
(ii) It helps in enticing the needed top executives from other companies by
making the right offers.

½x3
=
1 ½ marks

+

Casual Callers: (Any one)
(i) It reduces the cost of recruiting workforce in comparison to other sources.
(ii) It saves time.
½ x3
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(If an examinee has given only the heading, ½ mark for each heading
should be awarded)

=
1 ½ marks
=

1½+1½
=
3 marks
13

Q. Mr. Vikas Mehra was the Chairman of ‘IBM Bank.’ The Bank was
earning good profits. Shareholders were happy as the bank was paying
regular dividends. The market price of their shares was also steadily
rising. The bank was about to announce the taking over of ‘UK Bank.’
Mr. Vikas Mehra knew that the share price of ‘ IBM Bank’ would rise on
this announcement. Being a part of the Bank, he was not allowed to buy
shares of the bank. He called one of his rich friends Mukand and asked
him to invest ₹4 crores in shares of his bank promising him the capital
gains.
As expected after the announcement, the share price went up by 50% and
the market price of Mukand’s shares was now ₹6 crores. Mukand earned
a profit of ₹2 crores. He gave ₹1 crore to Vikas Mehra and kept ₹1 crore
with him. On regular inspection and by conducting enquiries of the
brokers involved, Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) was able
to detect this irregularity. SEBI imposed a heavy penalty on Vikas Mehra.
Quoting the lines from the above para identify and state any two functions
performed by SEBI in the above case.
Ans. Functions that were performed by SEBI in the above case were:
(i) Regulatory function
‘On regular inspection and by conducting enquiries of the brokers involved,
Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) was able to detect this
irregularity.’
SEBI can call for information by undertaking inspection, conducting enquiries
and audits of stock exchanges and intermediaries.
(ii) Protective function
‘The SEBI imposed a heavy penalty on Vikas Mehra.’
SEBI controls insider trading and imposes penalties for such practices.
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½ mark for identifying
each function
+
½ mark for quoting
the line
+
½ mark for each
statement
=
1½x2

(If an examinee has given only the headings, ½ mark for each heading
should be awarded)
14

=
3 marks

Q. Define the Management. Explain the features that establish it as a
social science.
Ans. Management is the process of getting things done with the aim of
achieving goals effectively and efficiently.
(Or any other correct meaning)
The features that establish management as a social science are:
(i) Principles based on observation and experimentation
Like science, management principles are derived through observation and
repeated experimentation.
However since management deals with human beings the outcome of these
experiments are not capable of being accurately predicted.
(ii) Universal validity.
Principles of management like principles of pure science provide managers
with certain standardised techniques that can be used in different situations.
Since they have to be modified according to a given situation, their application
and use is not universal.
So, this feature of science is not fully present in management.
Therefore, management is considered a social science.

15

Q. ‘A.S. Environs Ltd.’ is dealing in Environment- Consultancy. To get
the business, the team leader and his team used to travel to different states
to give presentation to their clients. As per the policy of the company, the
team leader used to travel by air whereas his team travelled by road/train.
It was not only time consuming but also at times forced the female team
members to travel alone.
As a result, the subordinates were not acting in a desired manner to
achieve organizational goals. The CEO of the company came to know
about it. He called the team leader, discussed the matter with him and
decided to change the travel policy of the company. It was decided that in
future all the members including the leader would travel together and
usefully utilize the travelling time in discussion about the presentation to
be given to the clients. This made a positive impact and every member of
the team started acting in a manner as desired by the team leader.
State the features of the element of the function of management used by
the CEO.
Ans. Features of motivation:
(a) It is an internal feeling as the urges, drives or needs of human beings which
influence human behaviour are internal.
(b) It produces goal directed behaviour as it stimulates people to accomplish
desired goals.
35
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1 mark for
the
meaning
+
½ mark for each
heading
+
1 mark for its
explanation
=
1½x2
=
3 marks
=
1+3
=
4 marks

(c) It can be positive in the form of positive rewards or negative like
punishment, stopping increments etc.
(d) It is a complex process as any type of motivation may not have a uniform
effect on all the members.

1x4
=
4 marks

(If an examinee has given only the headings, ½ mark for each heading
should be awarded)
16

Q. A company was marketing ‘Juicers’ which were very popular due to
their quality and after sale services provided to the customers. The
company was a leading company in the market and earning huge profits.
Because of huge profits the company ignored the after sales services. As a
result its relations with the customers got spoiled and the image of the
company in the public was damaged. Top management became concerned
when the profits for the current quarter fell steeply. On analysis, it was
revealed that ignoring the after sales services was its reason. Therefore the
company took all possible measures to protect and promote its favourable
image. As a result the goodwill of the company improved in the society.
(a) Name and state the communication tool used by the marketer in the
above case to improve its image.
(b) Also explain role of the tool as identified in Part (a).
Ans. (a) Public Relations.
Public Relations refer to a variety of programmes to promote and protect a
company’s image or its products in the eyes of the public.
(or any other correct meaning)
(b) Role of Public Relations: (any three points with explanation)
(i) Press Relations.
(ii) Product Publicity.
(iii) Corporate Communication.
(iv) Lobbying.
(v) Counselling.
(vi) Smooth functioning of business.
(vi) Image building.
(vii) Launching new products.
(viii) Facing adverse publicity.
(ix) Supplementing advertising.
(x) Satisfying interest of different public groups.
(xi) Building awareness
(xii) Building credibility.
(xiii) Stimulating sales force.
(xiv) Lowering promotion costs.
(If an examinee has not given the headings but has given the correct
explanation, full credit should be given)

17

Q. With change in the consumption habits of people, Neelesh, who was
36
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½ mark for naming the
tool
+
½ mark for stating
=
½+½
=
1 mark
+
½ mark for heading
+
½ mark for its
explanation
=
1x3
=
3 marks
=
1+3
=
4 marks

running a sweet shop shifted to chocolate business. On the eve of Diwali he
offered chocolates in attractive packages at reasonable prices. He
anticipated huge demand and created a website chocolove.com for taking
orders online. He got lot of orders online and earned huge profit by selling
chocolates. Identify and explain the dimensions of business environment
discussed in the above case.
Ans. (i) Social Environment
Social Environment includes social forces like custom and traditions, values,
social trends and society’s expectation from business.
(ii) Technological environment
Technological Environment of business includes forces relating to scientific
improvements and innovations which provide new ways of producing goods
and services and new methods and techniques of operating a business.

1 mark for
identification of each
dimension
+
1 mark for its
explanation
=
2+2
=
4 marks

18

Q. ‘My Car Ltd.’ decided to set up its new car manufacturing factory in
the backward area of West Bengal where very less job opportunities were
available. People of that area welcomed this effort of ‘My Car Ltd.’ The
company also decided to provide facilities like school, hospital, market
etc.in the factory premises so that the people are attracted to join the
factory as workers.
‘My Car Ltd.’ started earning huge profit. Another competing company
asked its production manager Arvind to investigate the reasons of earning
huge profits by ‘My Car Ltd’.
Arvind found that in both the companies there was systematic
coordination among the various activities to achieve organisational goals.
Every employee knew who was responsible and accountable to whom. The
only difference was in his organisation communication took place only
through the scalar chain where as ‘My Car Ltd.’ was allowing flow of
communication in all the directions as per the requirement which led to
faster spread of information as well as feed-back.
(a) Identify the type of organization which permits the flow of
communication in all the directions in ‘My Car Ltd’.
(b) Also state an advantage of the type of organization identified in part
(a) above.
(c) State any two values which ‘My Car Ltd.’ wants to communicate to the
society.

1 mark
+
1 mark for advantage

Ans. (a) Informal organisation.
+
(b) Advantage of informal organisation: (Any one)
(i) It fulfills social needs.
(ii) It compensates for inadequacies in the formal organisation.
(If an examinee has given only the headings, ½ mark for each heading
should be awarded)
(c) Values which ‘My Car Ltd.’ wanted to communicate to the society are:
37
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1 mark for each value
=
1x2
=2 marks
=

(Any two)
(i) Development of backward regions.
(ii) Creating employment opportunities.
(iii) Providing basic amenities to employees.
(iv) Fulfilling social responsibility.

1+1+2
=
4 marks

( Or any other correct value)
19

Q. State any four methods of floatation of new issues in the primary
market.
Ans. Methods of floatation in the primary market: (Any four points)
(i) Offer through Prospectus is a method of floating new issues by inviting
subscriptions from the public through issue of prospectus.
(ii) Offer for Sale is a method in which the securities are not issued directly to
the public but through intermediaries like issuing houses or stock brokers.
(iii) Private Placement refers to the allotment of securities by a company to
institutional investors and some selected individuals.
(iv) Rights Issue is the privilege given to existing shareholders to subscribe to
new issue of shares in proportion to the number of shares they already hold.
(v) E-IPO refers to issuing securities through the online system of stock
exchange.

20

1x4
=
4 marks

Q. Prateek is working in a multi national company in Noida. He was
running temperature for the last many days. When his blood was tested,
he was found positive for malaria. He was admitted in the hospital and a
blood transfusion was advised by the doctors as his condition was very
serious. One of his colleagues sent a text message to his superior ‘Mr. B.
Chatterjee’. Mr. B. Chatterjee immediately sent a text message to the
employees of the organization requesting them to donate blood for
Prateek. When the General Manager came to know about it he ordered
for fumigation in the company premises and for cleaning the
surroundings.
(a) From the above para quote lines that indicate formal and informal
communication
(b) State any two features of informal communication
(c) Identify any two values that are being communicated to the society in
the above case.
Ans. (a) Formal communication
‘When the General Manager came to know about it, he ordered for fumigation
in the company premises and for cleaning the surroundings.
Informal communication
‘One of his colleagues sent a text message to his superior ‘Mr. B.Chatterjee’.
OR
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½ mark for indicating
type
of
communication
+
½ mark for quoting
the lines
=
1x2

‘Mr. B. Chatterjee immediately sent a text message to the employees of the
organization requesting them to donate blood for Prateek.’

=
2 marks

(b) Features of Informal communication: (Any two)
+
(i) It takes place without following the formal lines of communication.
(ii) It arises out of social needs of the employees
(iii) It spreads rapidly.

½ x2
=
1 mark

(or any other correct feature)
+
(c) Values being communicated to the society are: (Any two)
(i) Concern for the environment
(ii) Cleanliness and hygiene
(iii) Concern for safety of human beings
(iv) Sensitivity towards health
(v) Fulfilling social responsibility.

21

Q. Two years ago Mayank obtained degree in food technology. For some
time he worked in a company manufacturing Bread and Biscuits. He was
not happy in the company and decided to have his own Bread and Biscuits
manufacturing unit. For this he decided the objectives and targets and
formulated action plan to achieve the same. One of his objective was to
earn 50% profit on the amount invested in the first year. It was decided
that raw materials like flour, sugar, salt etc. will be purchased on two
months credit. He also decided to follow the steps required for marketing
the products through his own outlets. He appointed Harsh as a Production
Manager who decided the exact manner in which the production activities
are to be carried out. Harsh also prepared a statement showing the
requirement of workers in the factory throughout the year. Mayank
informed Harsh about his sales target for different products, areawise for
the forth coming quarter. While working on the production table a
penalty of Rs 150 per day was announced for not wearing the helmet ,
gloves and apron by the workers.
Quoting lines from the above para identify and explain the different types
of plans discussed.
Ans. The different types of plans are:
(i) Objective
‘One of his objective was to earn 50% profit on the amount invested in the first
year’.
An objective is the end which the management seeks to achieve within a given
time period.
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1x2
=
2 marks
=
2+1+2
=
5 marks

(ii) Policy
‘It was decided that raw materials like flour, sugar, salt etc. will be purchased
on two month credit’.
Policy is a general guideline which brings uniformity in decision making for
achievement of predetermined objectives.
(iii) Procedure
‘He also decided to follow the steps required for marketing the products
through his own outlets.’
OR
‘He appointed Harsh as a Production Manager who decided the exact manner
in which the production activities are to be carried out.’
It consists of sequence of routine steps on how to carry out activities. It details
the exact manner in which any work is to be performed.

½ mark for identifying
the type of plan and
quoting it
+
½ mark for its
explanation
=
1x5
=
5 marks

(iv) Budget
5 marks
‘Harsh also prepared a statement showing the requirement of workers in the
factory throughout the year. ‘
OR
‘Mayank informed Harsh about his sales target for different products,
areawise for the forth coming quarter.’
A budget is plan which states expected results of a given future period in
numerical terms. It may be expressed in time, money or physical units.
(v) Rule
‘While working on the production table a penalty of ₹150 per day was
announced for not wearing the helmet, gloves and apron by the workers.’
A rule is a statement that specifies what is to be done or not to be done.
22

Q. State the relationship between planning and controlling functions of
management.
Ans. Relationship between planning and controlling: (With explanation)
(i) Controlling takes place on the basis of standards developed by planning
because if the standards are not set in advance, managers have nothing to
control.
(ii) Planning without controlling is meaningless because
once a plan becomes operational, controlling ensures that events conform to
the plans.
40
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1x5
=
5 marks

(iii) Planning is prescriptive whereas controlling is evaluative because
planning prescribes an appropriate course of action while controlling evaluates
whether decisions have been translated into desired actions.
(iv) Planning and controlling both are forward looking because while plans are
prepared for the future, controlling seeks to improve the future on the basis of
the past experience.
(v) Planning and controlling are both looking back because,
while planning is guided by past experiences,
Controlling compares the actual performance with the standards set in the past.
(In case the candidate has not given the relationship in the form of points
but has explained all the points in his answer, full credit be given)
23

Q. Vasvi purchased a bottle of pickle from the local grocery shop. The
information provided on the bottle was not clear. She fell sick on
consuming it. She filed a case in the District Forum under Consumer
Protection Act and got the relief.
(a) Identify the important aspect neglected by the marketer in the above
case.
(b) Explain briefly the functions of the aspect identified in (a) above.
\
Ans. (a) Labelling.
(b) Functions of labelling: (any five points with explanation)
(i) Describes the product and specifies its contents.
(ii) Identifies the product or brand.
(iii) Helps in grading of products.
(iv) Helps in promotion of products.
(v) Provides information required by law.
(If an examinee has not given the headings as above but has given the
correct explanation, full credit should be given)

24

Kay Ltd. is a company manufacturing textiles. It has a share capital of
₹60 lakhs. In the previous year its earning per share was ₹0.50 . For
diversification, the company requires additional capital of ₹40 lakhs. The
company raised funds by issuing 10% Debentures for the same. During
the year the company earned a profit of ₹8 lakhs on capital employed. It
paid tax @40%.
(a) State whether the shareholders gained or lost, in respect of earning per
share on diversification. Show your calculations clearly
(b) Also, state any three factors that favour the issue of debentures by the
company as part of its capital structure.
Ans. (a) Earning per share before diversification: ₹0.50
Calculation of Earning per share after issue of Debentures: (assuming face
41
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1 mark
+
½ mark for heading
+
½ mark for
explanation
=
1x5
=
5 marks
=
1+5
=
6 marks

value of ₹100 per share)
Particulars
Share capital
10% debentures
Total
Profit before interest and tax
Less Interest
Profit before tax
Less tax@ 40%
Profit available to shareholders

₹
60,00,000
40,00,000
1,00,00,000
8,00,000
4,00,000
4,00,000
1,60,000
2,40,000

Earning per share
= 2,40,000/60,000

=₹4

This clearly shows that the shareholders have gained after the issue of
debentures since the Earning per share has increased from ₹0.50 to ₹4.
OR
Calculation of Earning per share after issue of Debentures: (assuming face
value of ₹10 per share)
Particulars
₹
Share capital
60,00,000
10% debentures
40,00,000
Total
1,00,00,000
Profit before interest and tax
8,00,000
Less Interest
4,00,000
Profit before tax
4,00,000
Less tax@ 40%
1,60,000
Profit available to shareholders
2,40,000
Earning per share
= 2,40,000/6,00,000
=₹0.40
This clearly shows that the shareholders have lost after the issue of debentures
since the Earning per share has decreased from ₹0.50 to ₹0.40.

2 marks for calculating
Profit available to
shareholders
(₹2,40,000)

+

1 mark for correct
calculation of Earning
per share and
conclusion

=
2+1
=

[Note: In case, a student has calculated Return on Investment as 8%
(8,00,000/₹1,00,00,000) and compared it with the rate of interest which is 10%
and concluded that the shareholders have lost after the issue of Debentures
since the interest rate is greater than the Return of Investment, 1 mark is to be
awarded]
[In case the examinee has assumed any other face value and has shown
correct calculations and given the correct conclusion, full credit be given]
(b) Factors that favour issue of debentures by the company: (Any three)
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3 marks
for any of the given
correct calculations

(i) A good cash flow position makes debt funding more viable.
(ii) High Interest Coverage ratio lowers the risk of company failing to meet its
interest payment obligations
(iii) High debt service coverage ratio indicates better ability to meet the debt
service obligations.
(iv) If Return on Investment of the company is higher than the interest rate on
debt, its ability to use debt is greater.
(v) Lower the cost of debt higher is the ability to employ debt.
(vi) High tax rate makes debt relatively cheaper.
(vii) If the stock market conditions are bearish, a company may be able to
easily raise funds through debt.
(viii) If the company does not want dilution of control, it will favour debt as a
source of finance.
(ix) Inclusion of debt in the capital structure makes the capital structure
flexible.
(x) If the business risk is lower, its capacity to use debt is higher.
(xi) Raising funds through debt involves low floatation costs.

+
1x3
=
3 marks
=
3+3
=
6 marks

(If an examinee has given only the heading, ½ mark for each heading
should be awarded)
25

Q. Explain any four points which highlight the importance of principles of
management.
Ans. Importance of principles of management (Any four points with
explanation)
(i) Provide the mangers with useful insights into reality.
(ii) Help in optimum utilisation of resources and effective administration.
(iii) Help in taking scientific decisions.
(iv) Help in meeting changing environment requirements.
(v) Help in fulfilling social responsibility.
(vi) Used as a basis for management training, education and research.
(if an examinee has not given the headings as above but has given the
correct explanation, full credit be given)
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½ mark for heading
+
1 mark for explanation
=
1 ½ x4
=
6 marks

